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ABSTRACT

Letter position plays an important role in lexical access. But are some

positions more important than the others? Findings from numerous studies support the

notion that in lexical access, initial letters produce strongest activation, which

weakens towards the end of the word. In order to create a metric for computing the

activation produced by each letter position in a correctly spelled word versus a word

in which some or all letters are transposed, the formula for calculating a word’s

orthographic match coefficient (OMC) was developed and tested. Utilizing the

masked priming paradigm and a lexical decision task, Experiments 1-5 test the

accuracy and reliability of the OMC predictions, and look at neighborhood density in

conjunction with different types of letter movement. Results from these experiments

provide empirical support for the OMC as a reliable predictor of priming that involves

transposed letters, and offer insight into possible mechanisms of word recognition.
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INTRODUCTION

Background

The role of letter position in lexical access has been the subject of debate in

the scientific community for several decades. And still, one might ask, what exactly is

the mechanism that is flexible enough to recognize elehpant as elephant, but also

stringent enough for us to be able to tell casual and causal apart?

Previously, there was a general preference for external letters, meaning as

long as the first and last letters stay in their right position, the word can be recognized

even if all the other letters are transposed (Estes, Allmeyer & Reder, 1976; Townsend,

Taylor & Brown, 1971; etc.). This theory was widely accepted, especially after a

popular email that was circulating all around the world in 2003. The email is

presented below.

Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn't mttaer in waht

oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer

be at the rghit pclae...

However convincing this excerpt might look, there are certainly other factors

that might facilitate recognition of these words. Such factors include but are not

limited to context effects, certain orthographic patterns that were unbroken by the

transpositions (e.g. rghit meaning right), and capitalization of proper nouns. To

investigate the issue of which letters are more important for word recognition while

controlling for the above confounds, a lexical decision task with masked priming is

commonly used. In a lexical decision task, participants are presented with a string of
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letters (the target), and are instructed to press the “yes” button if the string of letters

makes a word, or the “no” button if it is not a word (i.e., a non-word). The masked

priming paradigm is designed to isolate the lower-level, automatic processes

associated with lexical access by eliminating conscious awareness of the prime

(Forster & Davis, 1984). In this paradigm, a prime word appears after a forward mask

(usually a row of hash-marks) and is immediately replaced by the target. Combined

with a very brief presentation, masking makes the prime unavailable for conscious

report, while still influencing the speed and accuracy of a participant’s decision

regarding the corresponding target (Forster et al. 2003). Recent experiments that

utilize this paradigm suggest that it is not the external, but rather initial letters that

produce the most activation during lexical access (Perea & Lupker, 2003; Inhoff et al.,

2003; Guerrera, 2004). This activation is then thought to decrease with each

subsequent letter. This might be due to the fact that in English as well as in many

other languages, reading occurs from left to right, biasing the visual field in that

direction. Indeed, eye-tracking data show that during reading, fixations happen just to

the left (of the middle) of the word being perceived, suggesting that the beginning of

the word would be perceived more accurately than the rest of it.

Guerrera (2004) has looked at various kinds of letter transpositions and

substitutions using 8-letter words. Her findings generally support the notion that the

importance of letter position within a word diminishes from left to right, as she found

more priming from conditions with transpositions in the end of the word than from

those that involved transpositions in the beginning.

Using the data provided by Guerrera (2004), a metric for predicting

effectiveness of words with various degrees of letter transposition as masked primes
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was developed. Although this metric predicted priming reasonably well (r=0.818),

there was one condition (termed Rep-I-4) that showed a marked deviation. This is

why Experiment 1 was designed to replicate that condition, in which four internal

letters were replaced with randomly selected letters. For example, by replacing four

internal letters in the word SIDEWALK, we get sinsyhlk.

Experiment 1 also investigated a type of movement that hasn’t been studied

yet, where, the critical letter moves 2 positions away without any exchange (termed

T2-I-4),

CASINO > CAINSO

as opposed to movement that involves an exchange of places with another letter

(priming in such cases reported by Perea & Lupker, 2004)

CASINO > CANISO

Hence, this experiment, which used the similar 8-letter word targets as

experiments described in Guerrera (2004), was not a purely replication study, since it

also tested a novel condition, not included in Guerrera’s dissertation.

Experiments 2 though 5, on the other hand, used 6-letter words in order to investigate

whether the metric that predicted priming obtained from transposed-letter primes, was

generalizable beyond 8-letter words. Specifically, Experiment 2 was designed to

compare the amount of priming from a condition where a letter moved two positions

away from its original position, to a condition where that letter is replaced by a wrong

one. Experiment 3 looked at a possible difference in the amount of priming obtained

from masked primes with either a simple deletion of a letter that didn’t result in a

space in the middle of the word (e.g. caino – CASINO), or a deletion that involved

insertion of a placeholder in the form of a percent sign (Peressotti & Grainger, 1999)
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(E.g. ca%ino – CASINO). Experiment 4 investigated the influence of neighborhood

density on letter transpositions, while Experiment 5 focused on nonadjacent

transpositions involving exchange of letters versus those involving movement of one

letter, but no exchange of others.

Orthographic Match Coefficient (OMC)

The Orthographic Match Coefficient is a metric designed to represent the

degree of orthographic similarity between two strings of letters based on how many

letters are preserved, transposed, or replaced, and what the relative positions of those

letters are within a word. This coefficient is intended to predict the amount of

facilitation a given non-word (which could be a transposed version of a word) will

yield when presented as a masked form prime for its related target word. To start, one

must calculate the weight of each individual letter position (LSo) according to the

formula 1.1. We take 1 as the default weight of the first letter, with the step of 0.01, so

that the weight of each successive letter decreases by 0.01 times the number of

positions a given letter is away from the first one. Here So is the original position

(order) of a given letter.

(1.1) LSo = 1 – 0.01(So – 1)

Next, to determine the weight of transposition, we use the inverse position

number, Si, since we need to make sure that transposing the first letter will have more

impact on the recognition of the whole word than transposing the second one, and so

on. This is calculated by subtracting the original position (So) from the total number

of letters (LT) in our word plus one.

(1.2) Si = LT + 1 – So
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This really yields, in an eight-letter word, 1=8, 2=7, 3=6, 4=5, 5=4, 6=3, 7=2,

8=1, hence we call this variable inverse position, Si. This number is multiplied by the

number of positions a given letter is away from its original position (So), divided by

the total number of letters.

The result is then summed across all letters and divided by the total number of

letters in our word in order to get the weight of the entire word, or its orthographic

match coefficient.

– the weight of a single
letter based on its original
position

(1.3) SA – number of positions a
letter is
away from its original one

Consider an example. In an eight-letter word such as SIDEWALK the letters

are in the following positions: 12345678. This allows us to abstract from the actual

letters and only focus on their positions. To determine the weight for each letter

position, using the formula 1.1, we get:

L1 = 1 – 0.01(1 – 1) = 1
L2 = 1 – 0.01(2 – 1) = 0.99
L3 = 1 – 0.01(3 – 1) = 0.98
L4 = 1 – 0.01(4 – 1) = 0.97
L5 = 1 – 0.01(5 – 1) = 0.96
L6 = 1 – 0.01(6 – 1) = 0.95
L7 = 1 – 0.01(7 – 1) = 0.94
L8 = 1 – 0.01(8 – 1) = 0.93

Hence, the weight, or coefficient, of a correctly spelled word, using the formula 1.3 is

1 + 0.99 + 0.98 + 0.97 + 0.96 + 0.95 + 0.94 + 0.93
OMC = = 0.965

8
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Note, that although theoretically the orthographic match coefficient should equal 1,

the OMC only approximates perfection of a match.

In a word where the first two letters are transposed in relation to each other,

21345678, the weight for letter positions 3 – 8 will not change, while the first letter

will now have the weight of

L1 = 1 – 8(1/8) = 0
L2 = 0.99 – 7(1/8) = 0.115

0 + 0.115 + 0.98 + 0.97 + 0.96 + 0.95 + 0.94 + 0.93
OMC = = 0.7306

8

Similarly, the word where the last two letters are transposed (12345687) will yield

L7 = 0.94 – 2(1/8) = 0.69
L8 = 0.93 – 1(1/8) = 0.805

1 + 0.99 + 0.98 + 0.97 + 0.96 + 0.95 + 0.69 + 0.805
OMC = = 0.918

8

The above examples clearly show that the OMC would predict similar results

to those observed by Perea and Lupker’s (2003a) that activation decreases from left

to right, in that transposition of two final letters yields a closer match than

transposition of two initial letters.

As a brief overview of how the OMC would account for different word length,

compare the following:

4 letters: 1X34 (25% changed) = 0.49
1324 (inner letters transposed) = 0.67

6 letters: 1X3456 (16.7% changed) = 0.645

8 letters: 1X345678 (12.5% changed) = 0.717
1XX45678 (25% changed) = 0.47
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Notice how similar this is to the value obtained by replacing the second letter in a 4-

letter word.

Although the OMC value resulting from letters 2 and 7 exchanging positions

seems a bit too low, it might be plausible that such a transposition spanning across

several letter positions could in fact be rather detrimental for word recognition.

Further research is needed to investigate this issue.

17345628 (2nd and 7th letters transposed) = 0.262
13245678 (2nd and 3rd) = 0.762

Other Models

Other kinds of metrics have been suggested previously, including the Open

Bigram coding scheme (Grainger and van Heuven, 2003), the self-organizing letter

acquisition and recognition (SOLAR) model (Davis, 1999), and the sequential

encoding regulated by inputs to oscillations within letter units (SERIOL) model

(Whitney, 1999)1.

The open bigram coding scheme, which looks at how many letter clusters two

strings of letters have in common to determine their similarity, was designed

specifically for relative position priming effects, but can deal with transpositions too.

In this model, relative positions of non-adjacent letters are encoded by letter clusters

or letter bigrams separated by up to two intervening letters. For example, the word

casino would have the following open bigrams: ca, cs, ci, as, ai, an, si, sn, so, in, io,

and no.

The SOLAR model consists of two parallel fields, both of which encode

orthographic information with one functional distinction. The items field compiles the

1 For a comprehensive survey of the previously proposed metrics, see Davis & Bowers (2006)
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working memory of information encountered during reading, and the list field plays

the role of long-term memory of lexical stimuli. Furthermore, frequently encountered

items are stored as chunks. For example, the ending –ed which denotes past tense of a

verb would be stored separately from the verbs it is encountered with. During word

recognition, each letter produces some activation for the node of a word where such

letter is present. The stronger this activation the closer in a given letter is to its correct

position.

Finally, in the SERIOL framework, letter position within a word is encoded

by the temporal pattern of letter units. Unlike the channel-specific schemes, the

SERIOL model allows a letter unit to potentially represent any position.
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GENERAL METHOD

All of the experiments reported in this thesis were conducted using the same

general method, which is described in detail here.

Materials

The precise parameters of the items sets for each of the following Experiments

will be described in their corresponding method sections. In general, the target words

were 8 letters in length in Experiment 1 since it was originally designed as a

replication of Guerrera’s experiments (Guerrera, 2004). The rest of the experiments

discussed below employed targets that were 6 letters in length. Selection of 6 letter

targets was performed with the purpose of investigating whether the accuracy of

OMC correlations with the amount of priming was generalizable to words that were

other than 8 letters in length.

A series of primes was constructed for each target word. Each item was first

associated with an unrelated control prime which served as a baseline condition. The

control primes were orthographically legal non-words constructed in such a way that

no single letter occupied the same position in both prime and target (e.g. slerpy

CASINO). Orthographic legality is preserved by replacing one or two letters of an

English word, replacing vowel with vowel and consonant with consonant. This

results in orthographically legal and fairly wordlike non-words. The precise order of

the letters in each related prime condition will be described with each experiment. To

generalize letter positions beyond letter characters, and adapting the notation of

Grainger and colleagues (e.g. Peressotti & Grainger, 1999) and Humphreys, Evett &

Quinlan (1990), the letters that comprise the primes will be identified according to the

positions they occupy within the correctly spelled target word. Any letters of a prime
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that are in the correct letter positions for the target word will be underlined. For

example, the prime caniso, associated with the target word CASINO, will be described

as a ‘125436’ prime. If a prime has replaced or missing letters, the ‘X’ or ‘0’ symbols

will be used in their place respectively. For instance, for the prime caripo, associated

with the target word CASINO, will have a ‘12x4x6’.

In addition to the word targets (the ones that call for ‘yes’ responses), a set of

orthographically legal non-words was constructed to act as negative targets (those

meant to evoke ‘no’ responses) in the lexical decision task. These items were also 8

letters in length in Experiment 1, and 6 letters in length in Experiments 2-5.

Throughout all of the experiments, sets of primes were constructed for the non-word

targets that matched the prime conditions for the word targets.

Procedure

All of the experiments reported herein used the standard lexical decision task

with masked priming (Forster & Davis, 1984). Participants were tested individually in

sound-attenuated booths. They were told that they would see a series of letter strings

presented sequentially, and they were instructed to respond by pressing the ‘yes’

button if the letter string was a word of English, and the ‘no’ button if it was not. They

were encouraged to respond as quickly as possible without making too many errors.

Presentation of the experimental items and recording of each participant’s

reaction time and error rate were accomplished on a Pentium PC computer, using the

DMDX software created by J.C. Forster and K. I. Forster at the University of Arizona

(Forster & Forster, 2003). The presentation of each item began with a forward mask

(########) which appeared at the center of the screen for 500 ms. This was

immediately replaced by the prime, presented in lower case letters, for 50 msec. The
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target word immediately followed the prime and thus acted as a backward mask as

well. It was presented in upper case letters and remained visible until the participant

responded. After each response, visual feedback appeared at the bottom of the screen

indicating whether the response had been correct and displaying the reaction time in

milliseconds for that trial. Then the next item was automatically presented. After

each block of items2 the program paused, giving the participant a chance to take a

break. The participant resumed the experiment by pressing a foot pedal.

In each experiment, the items were presented in a pseudorandom order so that

at any given point in the experiment, there is roughly a 50% chance of the next item

being a word or a non-word. The beginning of each list contained 22 practice items in

Experiment 1, or 16 practice items in Experiments 2-5 to allow the participant to

become familiar with the procedure.

2 One block was comprised of 32 items in Experiment 1, 24 items in Experiments 2, 3, and 4, and 30
items in Experiment 5.
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EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment was designed to investigate how well the OMC could predict

priming effects from transposed letter primes, and whether it could account for more

complex types of letter movements (i.e. nonadjacent transpositions) as well as for

adjacent transpositions. Having generated the OMC values for each of the

transposition types studied by Guerrera (2004), it became evident that most of the

conditions correlated strongly with the OMC predictions. For example, a condition

with the format 12436578 and an OMC value of 0.684 produced a 29 msec priming

effect, while a condition of the 43218765 type with OMC value of -0.16 produced a -

1 msec priming effect. However, there was one condition, termed Rep-I-4, that

produced more priming than the OMC had predicted. In this condition, the four

internal letters in an eight-letter word were replaced by four wrong letters. The OMC

value for Rep-I-4 was 0, while Guerrera (2004) observed a 16 msec priming effect.

This is why this condition was included in Experiment 1 as a replication of Guerrera’s

(2004) result.

The second condition, termed T2-I-4, was included in order to test the range

of transpositions for which the OMC can account. Namely, it was characterized by a

type of movement that has not been studied before, whereby two of the four

transposed letters were moved two positions away instead of exhibiting a common

exchange of two adjacent letters.

Method
Participants

Twenty-three University of Arizona undergraduates participated in this study

in partial fulfillment of course requirements.
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Materials and Design

The item set consisted of 80 eight-letter word targets. Half of those were high

Kuçera & Francis (1967) written frequency words with mean frequency of 132.6

ranging from 396 to 65 per million. The other half of the items were low frequency

words with mean frequency of 1.2 ranging from 2 to 1 per million. Although these

were not the same items used in Guerrera’s (2004) experiments, the length of eight

letters was chosen to ensure that the results from this study would be comparable to

those obtained by Guerrera.

Three different primes were constructed for each target word. First, every

word was associated with an unrelated control prime which served as a baseline

condition. Control primes consisted of legal non-words (see General Method above).

Control primes, as well as the non-word targets were obtained directly from Guerrera

(2004).

Two types of related primes were also constructed for each target word. The

first type corresponded to the T2-I-4 condition which produced the prime sieadwlk

(12463578) for target SIDEWALK. In this condition, the internal four letters were

transposed, and while the fourth and fifth letters only moved one position away from

their original positions (i.e. in a correctly spelled word), the third and the sixth letters

were moved two positions away. Another way to interpret this is to transpose the 4

internal letters once, the 3rd and 4th with 5th and 6th, and then transpose the middle two

letters again, the 3rd with 4th and 5th with 6th. For the second condition termed Rep-I-4

the target SIDEWALK was associated with prime sinsyhlk (12xxxx78), whereby the

middle four letters were replaced by other randomly selected letters.
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In order to fully counterbalance the materials, two item lists were created.

Each list contained 20 word targets (10 high frequency and 10 low frequency)

preceded by the T2-I-4 primes, 20 preceded by Rep-I-4 primes, and 40 by control

primes. This way each set of 20 form primed words was compared to its own set of 20

items associated with the control primes, and the two experimental conditions were

tested on different sets of items. The items were rotated through the four resulting

conditions (with two experimental and two control conditions) across the two lists so

that each item appeared once in one of the experimental conditions, and once in the

control condition, and never more than once on a given list. The 90 non-word targets

on each list followed the same pattern of rotation through the two lists.

Procedure

The procedure was as described in the General Method with just two

exceptions. A block of items after which the participant was given a chance to take a

break consisted of 32 items, and there were 22 practice items in the beginning of each

list.

Results

In this, and all subsequent experiments, all incorrect responses were

discarded and outliers were trimmed by setting them equal to a cutoff of two standard

deviations above or below the mean for that subject.

The mean reaction times for word targets are presented in Table 1. A three

way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a statistically reliable 30 ms benefit

generated by T2-I-4 (12465378) primes, F1(1,18) = 18.36, p < .001, F2(1, 36) = 4.61,
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p < .05, and there was a non-significant 6 ms priming benefit derived from the Rep-I-

4 (12dddd78) primes (both Fs < 1.02).

Table 1. Mean reaction times (ms) and percent error rates (in parentheses) observed in
Experiment 1.

Condition T2-I-4 Rep-I-4 Control

Mean RT 541 (13.30) 565 (10.9) 571 (14.9)

Priming 30* 6

* p < .001

In both conditions, a significant frequency effect was observed, F1(1, 18) = 35.08, p <

0.001; F2(1, 36) = 29.86, p < 0.001.

Table 2. Frequency effect (ms) observed in Experiment 1.

High Freq Low Freq

Mean RT 532 590

Freq. Effect 58*

* p < .001

Finally, a frequency by priming interaction was observed between the two

experimental conditions, as presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Frequency by priming interaction obtained in Experiment 1.

Prime T2-I-4 Rep-I-4 

 High Frequency 15* 9

Low Frequency 38* -4 

 * p < .001

Presented below are the summarized results from Guerrera’s (2004)

experiments with the OMC predictions. Presented in bold in Table 4 and circled in
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Figure 2 are the results obtained in the current study. Figures 1 shows the correlation

(r = .876) between OMC and priming observed in Guerrera (2004) including the data

from Experiment 1 : a 30 ms priming produced by the T2-I-4 condition, and a

replication of the Rep-I-4 condition, which produced a 6 ms non-significant priming,

whereas Guerrera (2004) reported 16 ms priming for the same condition.

Discussion

The results support the claim made by Perea & Lupker (2003a) that the

importance of letters in lexical access decreases from left to right. Additionally, these

results also provide empirical support for the orthographic match coefficient as a

reliable predictor of priming that involves transposed letters.

Other kinds of metrics such as the above mentioned Open Bigram coding

scheme (Grainger and van Heuven, 2003), SOLAR model (Davis, 1999), and

SERIOL model (Whitney, 1999) appear to be inferior to OMC, as their predictions do

not correlate as strongly with the existing data. However, OMC itself is not yet

Figure 1. OMC vs Priming Observed in Guerrera (2004)
including results from Experiment 1

r = 0.876
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perfect. It could be improved by considering other factors that could potentially play a

role in word recognition, such as the neighborhood density at each letter position,

possible interaction of letter transposition with syllabic structure, and the importance

of unique or uncommon orthographic patterns in lexical access (e.g. penguin), among

others.

Finally, the results reveal a marked frequency by priming interaction with

more priming for low frequency words, which has not been previously observed, and

is claimed not to occur with repetition priming (Forster & Davis, 1984). The claim

that there is no such frequency by priming interaction is currently under challenge,

and recent findings suggest that in certain circumstances this interaction is in fact

observed (Kinoshita, 2006). 
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EXPERIMENT 2

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to investigate the general principles of how

the matching between a printed visual stimulus and a lexical entry is carried out by

the word identification system so that its performance correlates with the OMC.

Namely, this experiment attempted to tap into the question of whether the system is

looking for a missing letter or employs mechanisms similar to those suggested by the

proponents of open bigrams. The scope of an open bigram refers to the number of

intervening letters. For example, the open bigrams of CASINO would include CS

(one intervening letter), CI (two intervening letters), but not CN (three intervening

letters). There should be a limit to that scope because the correlation between letter

pairs gets closer to random with the increasing number of intervening letters. This

could be explained by assuming that there are strong adjacent dependencies and

maybe even some dependencies in the scope of one intervening letter, but there is no

long-distance dependency where two or more letters occur between the letters in the

bigram. One possibility is that open bigrams represent a higher order letter cluster

detector based on correlations of letter sequences. So if a letter moves 1 position

away, ordinary letter detectors can still respond to such transpositions. Open bigrams

are necessary when a letter is 2 positions away. If a letter is moved away by more than

that, then it might become impossible to activate the relevant letter detectors.

According to interactive activation models (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981)

each letter unit has both excitatory and inhibitory connections with word units. So A

in first position sends excitation to all word units that have the letter A in first

position, while inhibiting all word units that don’t have A in first position. Missing

letters don’t contribute or detract. In slot coding, a missing letter could carry an
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inhibitory effect because all subsequent letters would be in the wrong position (unless

there was a placeholder). Hence, this experiment would be a way to test which

account, open bigram or slot coding, is more plausible.

To investigate this, Experiment 2 employs two conditions: one involving a

letter being moved two positions to the right, termed mov32, and the other involving a

replacement of that letter, termed movR32. The OMC was calculated for each

condition. So, for a target word such as CASINO, the primes were as follows:

mov32 – cainso – 124536 – OMC= 0.558

movR32 – cainto – 1245X6 – OMC= 0.405

unrelated – slerpy – XXXXXX – OMC= -0.975

Finally, frequency was also included as a variable. This was done to test

whether the lexical search system uses a word-general or word-specific mechanism

for input-entry matching, meaning that different words might have different criteria

for a match depending on their frequency of occurrence.

Method

Participants

Thirty University of Arizona undergraduates participated in this study in

partial fulfillment of course requirements.

Materials and Design

The item set consisted of 48 six-letter word targets and 48 six-letter non-

words. The words were selected so that they had one or fewer immediate neighbors,

avoiding words with adjacent letter repetition (e.g. effect). The high frequency words

(N=24) had a frequency of 78 per million or higher in the Kuçera & Francis (1967)

count (mean=237) or 65 and higher in the CELEX count (mean=230) and the low
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frequency ones (N=24) ranged from 5 to 15 in the Kuçera & Francis (1967) count

(mean=8) and from 1 to 60 in the CELEX count (mean=10). The primes were

designed by moving the letter in position 3 two positions to the right, so that it ended

up in position 5 for the mov32 (move letter in position 3 two positions to the right)

condition, and by moving two positions to the right and replacing that 3rd position

letter with a letter not found in the correctly spelled word for the movR32 (replace

letter in position 3 and move it two positions away). Unrelated control (all letter

different) primes were also included as baseline.

One-letter different non-words were constructed from 6-letter words from the

middle range of Kuçera & Francis (1967) frequency, by replacing a consonant with

another consonant, or a vowel with another vowel.

Procedure

The procedure was as described in the General Method with just two

exceptions. A block of items after which the participant was given a chance to take a

break consisted of 24 items, and there were 16 practice items in the beginning of each

list.

Results

The mean reaction times for word targets are presented in Table 4. A three

way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a statistically reliable 19 ms benefit

generated by the experimental conditions, F1(2, 27) = 5.45, p < .01, F2(2,84) = 3.32,

p < .05. However, this overall effect was probably solely due to the benefit generated

by the mov32 condition (124536), which was found to provide a 23 ms priming

facilitation as compared to the control condition, F1(1,27) = 13.48, p < .005, F2(1,42)
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= 6.60, p < .05. Additionally, a non-significant 14 ms benefit was observed when

comparing the movR32 condition (1245X6) to the unrelated control, though it

approached significance in the by subjects analysis F1(1,27) = 3.85, p = .06 only (pF2

> .09). Planned comparison of the two experimental conditions yielded a non-

significant 9 ms difference between the two experimental conditions, ps > 0.2. Finally,

a reliable 55 ms frequency effect was observed, F1(1,27) = 64.39, p < .001, F2(1,42) =

16.85, p < .001. No error effects and no priming by frequency interactions were

observed.

A further analysis was performed to investigate the priming effects generated

by the experimental conditions when collapsing the data over frequency, yielding the

same 19 ms overall priming facilitation, F1(2,54) = 5.44, p < .01, F2(2,90) = 3.36, p <

.05 and a 23 ms facilitation from just the mov32 condition, F1(1,27) = 13.26, p < .005,

F2(1,45) = 6.89, p < .05. This process of collapsing over frequency showed a

significant 15 ms priming benefit from the movR32 condition, but only in the by

subjects analysis, F1(1,27) = 4.30, p < .05, and not in the by items analysis, pF2 > .09.

The 7 ms difference between the experimental conditions was again non-significant,

ps > .05.

Table 4. Mean reaction times (in msec) observed in Experiment 2. Priming and
frequency effects are shown in bold.

Target: CASINO

Prime mov32 movR32 unrelated priming
cainso cainto slerpy

High Frequency 521 535 537 9
Low Frequency 575 579 606 29*
Frequency Effect 54* 44* 69**

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.001
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When items were separated by frequency no significant differences were

found for high frequency (HF) items (see Table 5). A general analysis of the low

frequency (LF) items yielded a 29 ms benefit produced by both mov32 and movR32

conditions taken together as compared to the unrelated control condition. However,

this difference was only significant in the by subjects analysis, F1(2,54) = 5.94, p <

.005, and not significant in the by items analysis, pF2 > .07. A 31 ms difference

between low frequency (LF) mov32 and LF unrelated control was found to be

statistically significant in the by subjects analysis, F1(1,27) = 12.69, p < .005, but only

approaching significance in the by items analysis, F2(1,21) = 4.04, p = .058. Also, a

significant 27 ms priming benefit generated by the LF movR32 condition as compared

to the control was observed, F1(1,27) = 6.85, p < .05, F2(1,21) = 5.49, p < .05. No

error effects were found to be significant.

Table 5. Mean reaction times (in msec) and priming effects (in msec) between the
individual conditions.

High Frequency Priming Low Frequency Priming

mov32 521 15 575 31**
movR32 535 1 579 27*
control 536 606

* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.005

Discussion

This experiment was carried out to test the assumption that a wrong letter

carries an inhibitory effect (due to lateral inhibition in word units), while a transposed

letter carries a weak excitatory effect, which diminishes as a function of the number

of positions that letter is away from its original one. Under this assumption, it is

important to investigate how far a given letter can move and still provide excitation to
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the target word unit, and when transposing a letter becomes the same (measured by

the amount of priming) as inserting a wrong letter. In this experiment, we found that

masked form primes produce a robust priming effect as compared to an unrelated (i.e.

all letter different) control. And even though a planned comparison of the mov32 and

control conditions yielded a significant effect, while the comparison involving the

movR32 and control conditions did not, the difference between the two experimental

conditions was not significant. However, there was a small 9 ms benefit produced by

the mov32 condition, compared to the movR32 condition, which agreed with the

original predictions. This shows that statistically, moving a letter in position 3 two

positions to the right is the same as moving and replacing it with a wrong letter.

Perhaps moving a letter two positions away degrades the word so much that it ceases

to matter whether that moved letter belongs to the target word or not. In other words,

the finding obtained in this experiment suggest that the matching process does not

check to see whether a missing letter appears elsewhere in the word when it is moved

too gar from its original position.

On the other hand, recall that the OMC value for both of those conditions,

mov32 OMC=0.558, and movR32 OMC=0.405. One might notice that these values

themselves are not that different (a 0.15 difference). And so, it might be the case that

the observed 9 ms difference in priming effects between the two conditions agrees

with the OMC prediction, but is not large enough to be picked up by the statistical

analysis, since it appears that the resolving power in our experiments (i.e. getting a

significant difference) is about 20 ms. This means that there is a possibility that if one

were to replicate this experiment, that difference could well reverse itself. In order to

resolve this, it is possible to run a bigger experiment with more items and more
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subjects and look at only these effects while ignoring frequency. Another possibility

is to use different items and a similar design and see if we can get the same effect.

Furthermore, when collapsing the items over frequency, which ultimately

doubles the number of items per condition and potentially adds more power to the

statistical analysis in question, we find that the replaced condition (movR32) shows

slightly less difference than the simply moved condition (mov32) but not significantly

so. Resolving this issue of whether this statistically non-significant difference holds

would ultimately take a larger experiment with more subjects and items or a different

experiment with a similar design and different items.

It appears that the only way to assess the different effects produced by

transposition (i.e. letter exchange) versus by movement without exchange, is to look

at nonadjacent transpositions (they have to be compared to moving a letter at least 2

positions away). This is because it is impossible to move a letter one position to the

right without moving its adjacent letter one position to the left, thus resulting in a

transposition.
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EXPERIMENT 3

Experiment 3 was carried out in order to investigate whether inserting a

placeholder (e.g. an underscore, a percent sign, or another non-alphabetic symbol)

would change the way the visual word identification system treats the missing letter.

Peressotti and Grainger (1999) showed that replacing letters with nonalphabetic

symbols reduces inhibition produced by wrong letters.

The central question of this experiment is whether the lexical processor

attempts to rearrange the letters that are out of position in the input. The notion of a

placeholder as an indicator of the previous location of a missing letter, and therefore a

possible facilitator of the lexical search, agrees with the slot coding hypothesis and

poses a challenge for the OMC. What happens to the position formerly occupied by

the missing letter is not specified in the formula for calculating OMC. Hence, if a

difference in the amount of facilitation generated by the two types of primes (one with

and one without a placeholder) is observed, then the OMC formula is incomplete and

should be revised to account for this difference. On the other hand, the positions of

the remaining letters in the no placeholder type primes could be calculated in several

different ways, depending on whether one is a proponent of the relative or absolute

position view. For instance, the prime caino for the word target CASINO could either

be coded as 120456 with the third letter missing, or as 12456 with the last 3 letters

shifting to the right, and the whole thing becoming a 5-letter word. Certainly, this

difference in formats would produce a substantial difference in the OMC values for

each of those conditions (0.812 and 0.483 respectively). To explore this issue, two

experimental conditions were developed and tested in Experiment 3 Both conditions

involved a deletion of the third letter. They only differed in the presence (condition
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del%) or absence (condition del3) of a placeholder (a percent sign). The OMC was

calculated for each condition as shown below:

del3 – caino – 12456; 120456 – OMC= 0.483; 0.812

del% – ca%ino – 120456 – OMC= 0.812

control – slerpy – XXXXXX – OMC = -0.975

Method

Participants

Thirty University of Arizona undergraduates participated in this study in

partial fulfillment of course requirements.

Materials and Design

Experiment 3 was run concurrently with Experiment 2. The items used in the

two experiments were different, although the method of construction of the item sets

was the same for both experiments. The item set in Experiment 3 consisted of 48 six-

letter words (high and low frequency, see experiment 2), e.g. CASINO, and 48 one-

letter different non-words. The primes for the first condition (del3) were created by

deleting the third letter in a target word, and shifting the end of the word to the left, so

that there was no space in place of the deleted letter. The second condition, termed

del%, was created by inserting a % sign in place of the third letter. An all-letters

different unrelated control was used as a baseline.

The del3 primes were created in such a way that they resulted in letter strings 5 letters

in length. Since all the targets were 6 letters in length, this created a misplacement of

the primes in the following way:
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Forty-eight one-letter different non-words were constructed from 6-letter

words from the middle range of Kuçera & Francis (1967) frequency, by replacing a

consonant with another consonant, or a vowel with another vowel.

Procedure

Same as in previous experiments.

Results

Table 6 shows mean reaction times and overall significance of priming effects

obtained in Experiment 3. A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a

reliable 32 ms priming benefit generated by the experimental conditions, F1(2,54) =

15.99, p < .001, F2(2,84) = 13.51, p < .001. Planned comparisons revealed a

significant 36 ms reaction time facilitation generated by the del3 condition, F1(1,27)

= 31.49, p < .001, F2(1,42) = 16.57, p < .001; and a significant 28 ms facilitation of

the del% condition, F1(1,27) = 17.07, p < .001, F2(1,42) = 20.75, p < .001, in

comparison to the unrelated control. The difference between the two experimental

conditions, del3 and del%, was not significant, ps >.2. However, there was a

significant error effect for the two conditions (see Table 7), F1(1,27) = 4.24, p < 0.05,

F2(1,27) = 4.95, p < 0.05. And a frequency by priming interaction between the two

experimental conditions was observed in subject errors only, F1(1,27) = 5.74, p <

0.05, pF2 = .056. Additionally, a significant frequency effect was observed, F1(1,27) =

41.71, p < 0.001, F2(1,42) = 19.02, p < 0.001.

midline
Target CASINO
Prime caino
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Table 6. Mean RTs (in msec) and priming amounts (in bold) and frequency effect
obtained in Experiment 3.

Prime del3 unrelated priming del% unrelated priming Freq. Effect
caino natire ca%ino natire

High Freq. 508 548 40** 520 548 28*

Low Freq. 560 592 32** 565 592 27*

Mean 534 570 36** 542 570 28** 

*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.005

Pairwise comparisons were also performed for each type of frequency (high

and low) revealing a significant 28 ms benefit generated by the HF del% condition in

comparison to the control condition, F1(1,27) = 7.00, p < .05, F2(1,21) = 16.79, p <

.01, a significant 40 ms priming effect of the HF del3 condition, F1(1,27) = 19.88, p <

.005, F2(1,21) = 24.37, p < .001, and a significant 27 ms priming effect generated by

the LF del% condition, F1(1,27) = 8.62, p < .05, F2(1,21) = 7.34, p < .05. The LF

del3 condition also produced a 32 ms priming facilitation, but it was only significant

in the by subject analysis, F1(1,27) = 16.23, p < .005, but not in the by items analysis,

pF2 > 0.09. The difference between the LF del3 and the control condition was also

significant in the by subjects percent errors, F1(1,27) = 4.21, p < .05, but not in the by

items errors pF2 > 0.06. Finally, the 12 ms difference between the HF experimental

conditions was not found to be significant, ps > .1 and neither was the 5 ms difference

between the LF del3 and del%, ps > .6. However, there was still a 6% error effect

when comparing the two LF experimental conditions to each other, F1(1,27) = 6.74, p

< .05, F2(1,21) = 5.30, p < .05. No other error effects were observed.

46**
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Table 7. Percent errors for high frequency (HF) and low frequency (LF) targets
obtained from Experiment 3.

Condition del3 del%
Prime caino ca%ino

HF 3.75 3.33

LF 16.25 9.58

When items were collapsed over frequency, which was done to increase

power by increasing the number of items per condition from 8 to 16, an 18 ms

priming benefit was produced by the two experimental conditions, as compared to the

control, F1(2,54) = 11.88, p < 0.001, F2(2,90) = 5.82, p < 0.005. There was also a

significant difference between the del3 and the control conditions, F1(1,27) = 15.65, p

< 0.01, F2(1,45) = 5.09, p < 0.05; as well as a reliable difference between the del%

and the control conditions F1(1,27) = 17.19, p < 0.01, F2(1,45) = 12.32, p < 0.005.

The difference between the two experimental conditions was again not significant in

reaction times, but significant in percent errors (see Table 8), F1(1,27) = 8.27, p <

0.01, F2(1,45) = 7.76, p < 0.01. No other error effects were observed.

Table 8. Percent errors for conditions del3 and del% (collapsed over frequency)
obtained in Experiment 3.

Condition del3 del%
Prime caino ca%ino

Subj. errors 11.06 6.06
Items errors 11.04 6.04

Discussion

Since no difference between the two experimental conditions (with a

placeholder vs. without one) was observed, one could say that the lexical processor
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does not require any information about the location of the missing letter. Although

this finding seems counterintuitive, one could explain it in terms of the lexical

processor’s reliance on the activation produced by the letters present in the input

regardless of location. In this case the system would simply be choosing which lexical

entry has more activation than the rest of the entries. Such explanation would agree

with most activation models.

Moreover, the observed error effect suggests that the del3 condition somehow

pushes the subject to make an erroneous ‘no’ response more than the del% condition

does. Could it be that the lack of a gap or a placeholder in place the deleted letter in a

masked prime makes the target more difficult to identify as a word?

Taken together, experiments 2 and 3 suggest that the system might not be

looking for missing letters, and seems unlikely to be attempting to rearrange letters

that are present but are more than one position away from their original one.

Translated to OMC values, this finding suggests that since the difference between the

two experimental conditions was not significant, both the del3 and the del% condition

should have the same description, 120456, and hence, the same OMC value of 0.812

(see Table 9). Therefore, when coding letter positions with the objective of calculating

the OMC value, one should be guided by the notion of relative positions rather than

that of the absolute positions. These results agree with the findings obtained by

Peressotti and Grainger (1999).
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Table 9. Resolution of OMC value for del3 condition based on the total amount of
priming observed in Experiments 2 and 3.

Target: CASINO

Prime Example Priming OMC

mov32 124536 cainso 23 0.558
movR32 1245X6 cainto 15 0.405
Del3 120456 caino 26 0.812 (not 0.483)
Del% 120456 ca%ino 26 0.812

Finally, the fact that no priming by frequency interaction was observed in

either Experiment 2 or Experiment 3 suggests that the word identification system is

using a word-general mechanism, rather than a word-specific one.
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EXPERIMENT 4

Does transposition priming depend on how many neighbors are generated at

the positions being transposed? Previously, neighborhood density has been shown to

play an important role in masked priming (Davis & Lupker, 2006; Forster & Taft,

1994). Specifically, word targets that belong to low density neighborhoods (i.e.,

words that have few neighbors) show significant priming effects, whereas the priming

effects for word targets from high density neighborhoods (i.e., words that have many

neighbors) are much smaller. Contrary to this, Perry et al (in press) investigated the

effects of orthographic neighborhood density using partial word primes. They found a

robust priming effect observed for high-N word targets when unambiguous partial-

word primes were used (the prime c#ld is unambiguous, as it can only be resolved a

the word COLD). Segui and Grainger (1990) investigated the interaction between

word target frequency and neighborhood density. Additionally, Van Heuven et al

(2001) explores the effects of prime-target shared neighborhood density in masked

priming, where shared neighbors are words that are activated by both, the prime and

the target.

Given the abundance of data on the overall neighborhood density effect,

Experiment 4 aimed at exploring the issue of whether specific letter positions at

which orthographic neighbors are generated are treated differently than redundant

letter positions (at which no neighbors are generated) in transposition priming.

Additionally, since word length and neighborhood density are highly negatively

correlated (i.e. the longer the word the less likely it is to have neighbors), it might be

plausible that transposition letter priming is more robust with 8-letter words than with

6-letter words, as shorter words are bound to have more neighbors. This notion might
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have an important implication for TL priming, as longer words with fewer neighbors

would only require broadly tuned feature detectors, as one as unlikely to make a

mistake when reading a long word. On the other hand, there is a large possibility for

mistakes when presented with a shorter word, which suggests that feature detectors

for letter positions that produce many neighbors are likely to be more narrowly tuned.

Hence, it is important to investigate the influence of neighborhood density at the letter

positions that involve transposition on the amount of priming such TL primes would

generate.

In this experiment, the items were divided into two groups. The first one,

termed high N2/4, included items that generated 2 or more neighbors total at letter

positions 2 and 4, while the second group, termed low N2/4, consisted of items with

fewer than 1 neighbors at both of those positions. The two groups of items were

equated on frequency and overall number of neighbors (see Table 10).

Table 10. General properties and examples of items used in Experiment 4. Examples
of items and primes are shown in bold.

Method
Participants

Thirty University of Arizona undergraduates participated in this study in

partial fulfillment of course requirements.

3-7 
 

3-6 
 

N
Range

bileef (0.419)
kostar

4.251.73-
134.8

34.220 Low N2/4 items
(BELIEF)

sirpng (0.419)
betabl

4.42.29-
152.9

41.920 High N2/4 items
(SPRING)

Primes
143256/ddddd

Mean NCelex
Range

Mean
Celex

40 six-letter words, 40
six-letter non-words
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Materials and Design

The item set consisted of 40 words and 40 one-letter different non-words, both

six letters in length. The words belonged to two categories equal in number of items

(20 in each). The first category, termed High N2/4, was comprised of items which had

2 or more neighbors generated at positions 2 and/or 4. The second category, termed

Low N2/4, contained items that did not generate any neighbors at those positions. The

two categories were matched on total neighborhood density and Celex frequency.

Table 10 shows the general properties of items used in this experiment.

The primes were constructed by exchanging the letters normally occupying

letter positions 2 and 4 in a correctly spelled word. This condition was termed Ex-

2&4, yielding primes of the 143256 pattern (e.g. sirpng-SPRING), with an OMC

value of 0.419. An unrelated control prime was included for a baseline comparison.

Forty one-letter different non-words were constructed from 6-letter words

from the middle range of Kuçera & Francis (1967) frequency, by replacing a

consonant with another consonant, or a vowel with another vowel.

Procedure

The procedure was as described in the General Method.

Results

Table 11 shows mean reaction times and overall significance of priming

effects obtained in Experiment 4. A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed

a reliable 20 ms priming benefit generated by the experimental condition Ex-2&4,

F1(1,28) = 14.00, p < .005, F2(1,36) = 5.09, p < .05. The 10 ms difference between

the high and low neighborhood density at letter positions 2 and 4, was not found to be
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significant, ps > .3. None of the other comparisons of the high versus low N2/4 items

were significant. On the other hand, pairwise comparisons between the two types of

priming for the high N2/4 items revealed a 17 ms significant benefit generated by the

Ex-2&4 condition in the by subject analysis, F1(1,28) = 7.69, p < .01, but not in the

by items analysis, ps > .3. Additionally, the 24 ms difference between the Ex-2&4

condition and the control condition was significant when only low N2/4 items were

analyzed, F1(1,27) = 8.04, p < .01, F2(1,18) = 6.30, p < .05. No error effects or

interactions between neighborhood density at letter positions 2 and/or 4 and priming

conditions were observed.

Table 11. Mean reaction times (in msec) and priming effects (in bold) obtained in
Experiment 4. Shown in italics are the mean results.

Discussion

The results from this experiment provide evidence that the number of

neighbors generated at the positions involved in the transposition does not affect TL

priming. On the other hand, although not significant, there was a 10 ms difference in

priming between the High N2/4 and Low N2/4 targets. However, as mean reaction

times in the control condition were more variable (though still insignificantly) than

those in the experimental condition, the 10 ms overall difference does not seem very

meaningful.

Prime Duration 50 ms
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01

OMC 0.419 -0.975
example sirpng betabl

Target Type Ex-2&4 Priming Control

Mean 530 20* 550

SPRING High N2/4 535 526 17* 543
BELIEF Low N2/4 545 533 24* 557
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EXPERIMENT 5

The purpose of Experiment 5 was to investigate whether there is something

special about letter exchange when the lexical system is trying to detect overlap

between the input and lexical entries, or whether any movement is treated similarly.

Specifically, this experiment was designed to compare CANISO-type priming (i.e.

priming involving exchange of positions 3 and 5 in a six-letter word) to CAINSO-

type priming (letter in position 3 moves two positions to the right), in order to test

whether exchange of two nonadjacent letters is better or worse than moving one letter

two positions away. The former type of primes was tested previously by Perea and

Lupker (2004), who found differences in the amount of facilitation produced by such

primes depending on the syllabic structure of their targets and whether the

transpositions involved consonants or vowels. In their experiment, Perea and Lupker

showed that priming was obtained when both of the exchanged letters were

consonants and no priming when exchange involved only vowels. However, they also

found significantly longer reaction times in a single-frame lexical decision task when

primes were used as targets regardless whether the exchanged letters were vowels or

consonants.

Method
Participants

Thirty University of Arizona undergraduates participated in this study in

partial fulfillment of course requirements.

Materials and Design
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The item set consisted of 48 six-letter words of medium frequency (mean

Celex=59). The primes for the two experimental conditions were constructed in the

following manner. In the first condition, termed Ex-3&5 (i.e. exchange letters 3 and

5), letters occupying positions 3 and 5 in a correctly spelled word, were exchanged,

resulting in a 125436 pattern (e.g. vatiny-VANITY), with an OMC value of 0.531. The

second experimental condition was termed T-3-2 (after one of the conditions used in

Guerrera 2004 experiments), and it consisted of primes with letter that normally

occupies the third position in a correctly spelled word, was transposed, or moved, two

positions to the right, resulting in a 124536 pattern (e.g. vaitny-VANITY), with an

OMC value of 0.558. An unrelated control prime was included for a baseline

comparison. Table 12 shows general properties and examples of items used in

Experiment 5.

Forty-eight one-letter different non-words were constructed from 6-letter

words from the middle range of Kuçera & Francis (1967) frequency, by replacing a

consonant with another consonant, or a vowel with another vowel.

Table 12. General properties and examples of items used in Experiment 5.

Target Ex-3&5 T-3-2 Control

Format 123456 125436 124536 xxxxxx

Example VANITY vatiny vaitny husger

OMC 0.975 0.531 0.558 -0.975

Of the 48 word items, when converted into Ex-3&5 primes, 26 (65%)

involved consonant transpositions only, 14 (35%) involved a transposition of both, a

consonant and a vowel, and the remaining 8 (20%) – a transposition of 2 vowels.
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Procedure

Same as in previous experiments.

Results and Discussion

Table 13 shows mean reaction times and overall significance of priming

effects obtained in Experiment 5. A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)

revealed a non-significant 15 ms main effect of experimental conditions, ps > .1, but a

significant error effect, F1(2,54) = 4.44, p < .05, F2(2,90) = 4.84, p < .05.

Table 13. Mean RTs (in msec) and percent errors obtained in Experiment 5. Priming
effects (in msec) are shown in bold.

Target: VANITY

Prime Duration 50 ms

Planned comparisons did not reveal significant differences in the amounts of

priming between the Ex-3&5 and the control condition, between the T-3-2 and

control, or between the two experimental conditions, all ps > .1. However, there was a

reliable error effect produced by the T-3-2 condition, F1(1,27) = 8.79, p < .01,

F2(2,45) = 7.33, p < .01. No other error effects were significant. Comparing the two

experimental conditions did not yield any significant effects, either in reaction times,

or errors, all ps > .1.

Although in the current experiment, no emphasis was put on the syllabic

structure of targets or whether the primes were constructed by exchanging vowels or

OMC
Condition Ex-3&5 Control Priming T-3-2 Control Priming

Example vatiny husger vaitny husger
RT 560 572 12 558 572 14
(% Error) (9.82) (12.52) (7.31) (12.52)

0.531 -0.975 0.558 -0.975
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consonants, the items whose transpositions involved only consonants (i.e. they had

consonants in both position 3 and position 5), were analyzed separately to investigate

whether an effect described in Perea & Lupker (2004) was present. There were 26

items that involved consonant transpositions only. The results for those items are

presented in Table 14. A non-significant 10 ms difference between the two

experimental conditions was observed, ps > .1.

Table 14. Reaction times (RTs; in msec) for consonant-only TL primes.

Condition Ex-3&5 T-3-2 

RTs 547 557

Although the overall priming effect generated by the two experimental

conditions was not significant, which is certainly puzzling, the error effect especially

produced by the T-3-2 condition suggests that the primes in that condition generate if

not decision time benefit, then at least some decision accuracy benefit as compared to

the unrelated control condition. The finding that the mean reaction time values for the

two conditions were only 2 msec apart is in fact consistent with the prediction value

of the OMC (the latter are only different by 0.057). Hence, again, the results are

consistent with what the OMC might predict. Although these results cannot tell us

much about the mechanisms by which the word recognition system might cope with

letter transpositions, they do suggest that the system treats exchange of two

nonadjacent internal letters in a similar fashion as movement of one letter two

positions away.

Priming 10
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

The five experiments discussed in this paper provide general support for the

orthographic match coefficient as a predictor of the amount of priming (but not

necessarily the significance) from masked primes containing various types of letter

transpositions, exchanges, deletions, and replacements. Experiment 1 adds to the

existing evidence in favor of the view that the importance of letter position in lexical

access decreases from left to right. The results from Experiment 2 suggest that the

word recognition system is not looking for a missing letter when it is moved more

than one position away. Instead, having that letter in such a far-away position might

be equivalent – from the point of view of the system – to replacing it with a wrong

letter. Similarly, Experiment 5 compared moving a letter two positions away with

nonadjacent letter exchange. Although priming for the movement condition in

Experiment 5 was much smaller than priming for the same condition in Experiment 2

(14 msec vs. 23 msec), which casts doubt on how conclusive Experiment 5 really was,

the finding that the two conditions did not differ significantly from one another,

agrees with the OMC prediction (0.531 for the exchange condition, and .558 for the

movement condition). Experiment 3 shows that inserting a placeholder in place of a

missing letter in a prime does not provide decision time facilitation for the following

target, although it makes the target easier (i.e. less errors are produced) to accept as a

word. Experiment 4 demonstrates that neighborhood density at specific letter

positions is unlikely to interfere with transposed letter priming.

Recently, the problem of using unrelated control primes instead of

orthographic control primes has been raised in the literature (Perea & Lupker, 2004).

Since the TL experiments described in this paper were designed primarily to
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investigate how flexible the human visual word recognition system is, rather than to

try to establish whether TL priming was better than some other type of priming, it

makes sense that in all of these experiments unrelated control primes were used as

baseline. For some of the conditions, for instance the MOV32 condition tested in

Experiment 2, an orthographic control would involve a three-letter different non-

word, since moving a letter 2 positions away results in a total of 3 letters being out of

their original position. Replacing 3 letters in a 6-letter word is the same as replacing

half the letters in that word. A condition where half the letters were changed (4 out of

8) was tested in Experiment 1 (termed Rep-I-4), which did not differ significantly

from an all-letter different control. So in this case, both types of control should be

equally good at providing a baseline for comparison between the conditions being

tested.

Furthermore, creating orthographic controls for TL primes could be rather

confusing, since one wouldn’t know for sure which letters to replace the TL with (see

Table 15). It appears that in order to design an orthographic control, one needs to first

have a theory of which letters are out of position in a given TL prime. This touches on

the question of whether relative position differs from absolute position in that the

latter assumes a length-dependent position order, while the former does not.

Table 15 shows three different TL primes for the target VANITY and possible

orthographic controls below for each prime. Included in parentheses are the

corresponding OMC values for each kind of distortion. Notice how the last column

has two possibilities for an orthographic control, depending on whether the prime

“anity” which is created by deleting the first letter from the word “vanity”, is

described in terms of the relative position view (where all remaining letters are in
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their correct positions relative to one another and to the end of the word), or in term of

absolute position (where every letter would be out of position by one letter).

Table 15. Orthographic vs. unrelated control

123456 125436 124536 23456/023456

VANITY vatiny (0.531) vaitny (0.558) anity (0.808/0.15)

vapiry (0.328) vaupry (0.005) panity/perodu (0.642/-0.975)

Unrelated control (all letters different) is included to demonstrate that the

conditions produce priming, as the goal of this experiment was to compare the two

experimental conditions, rather than to show priming generated by either of them was

due to some letters and not the others. On the other hand, non-adjacent letter

transpositions involving exchange of letters as in the case with CANISO, could also

be viewed as reversal of a part of the word. Notice, that in the CANISO example,

letter positions 3 and 5 have now exchanged places, but since letter position 4 stayed

the same, one could view this case as though the whole middle section of the word

casino was simply reversed (letters 3, 4, 5, are now 5, 4, 3). Such nuances as these,

where a transposition could call for more than one interpretation of what it was that

was in fact transposed, pose a problem for trying to come up with stringent rules of

how such cases should be encoded by the OMC.

Other important points to consider for future research on mechanisms of TL

priming include but are not limited to the role of morphology in orthographic

similarity (Christianson et al., 2005; Perea & Carreiras, 2006a), and the influence of

phonology (Perea & Carreiras, 2006b), specifically, whether diphthongs and digraphs

should be considered as one or two letters.
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The five experiments discussed in this thesis provide a valuable insight into

the possible constraints of the word recognition system using the masked TL priming.

Table 16 shows the priming effects and OMC values for all the conditions used in

Experiments 1-5. Figure 2 shows the correlation between the OMC predictions and

the data observed. According to Figure 2, OMC does reasonably well in predicting the

amount of priming from various TL primes. However, many questions still remain.

Do TL priming effects occur at a prelexical or a post-lexical level? At what stage of

word processing do we access letter-by-letter (vs. holistic) representations of a word?

What state of awareness does this involve? Is the system doing a search for a letter

that might be there? This would assume that the system is not sure where the letters

really are because of the ambiguity of the stimulus. It is true that identity and location

of objects are processes in different areas of the visual cortex (Ungerleider & Haxby,

1994). Could this be also true of processing of letters within a word?

Table 16. Resolution of OMC value for del3 condition based on the total amount of
priming observed in Experiments 2-5. 
 

Prime Format Example Priming OMC

Mov32/T-3-2 124536 cainso 23/14 0.558
MovR32 1245X6 cainto 15 0.405
Del3 120456 caino 26 0.812
Del% 120456 ca%ino 26 0.812
High N2/4 143256 cisano 17 0.419
Low N2/4 143256 cisano 24 0.419
Ex-3&5 125436 caniso 12 0.531

Target: CASINO
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Figure 2. OMC vs Priming obtained in Guerrera (2004)
and Experiments 1-5

r = 0.833
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Given the considerable flexibility that the lexical processor evidently

possesses, one might ask whether there is a single mechanism that recovers from the

distortions in the input. There is a possibility that there might be not one but multiple

strategies of word recognition running in parallel in order to account for a variety of

different environments under which words are identified in real life as well as in

laboratory settings. Moreover, these processes might substitute for one another in

circumstances where some might fail, or others may be just more efficient that the

first ones.
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